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actuate Put in motion or move to act.
The pendulum actuates an electrical switch.

assault Make a physical attack on.
They left their strong position to assault the hill.

bustle
A framework worn at the back below the waist for giving fullness to a woman’s
skirt.
She bustled us into the kitchen.

button Fasten with buttons.
Button a shirt.

buzz The sound of a buzzer or telephone.
The buzz of the bees.

drive Be licensed or competent to drive a motor vehicle.
Drive a car or bus.

elbow The part of a sleeve that covers the elbow joint.
The issues which concerned them tended to be elbowed aside by men.

exert Make a great effort at a mental or physical task.
Exert oneself.

extrude Form or shape by forcing through an opening.
Lava was being extruded from the volcano.

flit
An act of moving house or leaving one’s home, typically secretly so as to
escape creditors or obligations.
Small birds flitted about in the branches.

hit Hit with a missile from a weapon.
One of the bombers had scored a direct hit.

hustle Pressure someone into doing something.
Stockwell hustled into the penalty area.
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jostle The act of jostling (forcing your way by pushing.
A jumble of images jostled for attention.

lunge An exercise or gymnastic movement resembling the lunge of a fencer.
Lucy made a lunge for Gabriel s wrist.

move Change location move travel or proceed also metaphorically.
If you haven t moved your bowels today you d better do it now.

mower A person who cuts grass with a mower.
Keep mower blades sharp to prevent damage to the grass.

pang A mental pain or distress.
A pang of conscience.

permeable Allowing fluids or gases to pass or diffuse through.
Permeable membranes.

press Exert pressure or force to or upon.
He pressed his face to the glass.

propel Drive or push something forwards.
The boat is propelled by using a very long paddle.

punch
An iced mixed drink usually containing alcohol and prepared for multiple
servings normally served in a punch bowl.
Photos give their arguments an extra visual punch.

pushing The act of applying force in order to move something away.
The pushing is good exercise.

rush Cause to move fast or to rush or race.
We ll rush you a copy at once.

shove Put (something) somewhere carelessly or roughly.
She gave him a hefty shove and he nearly fell.

squash Edible fruit of a squash plant eaten as a vegetable.
A squash club.

squeeze A twisting squeeze.
He squeezed with all his strength.

stab A wound made by stabbing.
One strong stab to the heart killed him.

stick Come or be in close contact with stick or hold together and resist separation.
The sticks of bombs rained down.

switch Beat or flick with or as if with a switch.
She worked as a librarian and then switched to journalism.
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